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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the detection of mine-like objects in stepped-frequency ground penetrating radar (SF-
GPR) data as a function of object size, object content, and burial depth. The detection approach is based on a
Selective Independent Component Analysis (SICA). SICA provides an automatic ranking of components, which
enables the suppression of clutter, hence extraction of components carrying mine information. The goal of the
investigation is to evaluate various time and frequency domain ICA approaches based on SICA. The performance
comparison is based on a series of mine-like objects ranging from small-scale anti-personal (AP) mines to large-
scale anti-tank (AT) mines. Large-scale SF-GPR measurements on this series of mine-like objects buried in soil
were performed. The SF-GPR data was acquired using a wideband monostatic bow-tie antenna operating in
the frequency range 750MHz − 3.0GHz. The detection and clutter reduction approaches based on SICA are
successfully evaluated on this SF-GPR dataset.
Keywords: time and frequency based ICA, Selective ICA, stepped-frequency, features, wideband, bow-tie
antenna
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the development of signal processing techniques for automatic detection of anti-personal (AP)
landmines from sensor signals has received significant interest. This paper focuses on an unambiguous detection
of non-metallic AP-landmines in ground penetrating (GPR) radar signals using independent component analysis
(ICA). The detection of non-metallic AP-landmines using a GPR is a non-trivial task due to weak scattering2, 3.
Nevertheless, the GPR is widely used as one of the main sensors in state-of-the-art AP-landmine detection
systems1. Most AP-landmines are buried close to the surface of the ground, and automatic object detection is
hampered by the strong clutter from the ground surface. In general, the clutter that effects GPR can be defined
as signals that are unrelated to the target scattering characteristics but occupy the same frequency band as
the targets. Clutter can be caused by multiple reflections, e.g., in the antenna, between the antenna and the
ground surface, and the non-landmine targets buried in the ground. However, on the detection of shallow buried
non-metallic AP-landmines the ground surface clutter is the strongest and most significant clutter. Hence, to
increase the detection of shallow buried objects, like the non-metallic AP-landmines, it is necessary to deploy
proper clutter reduction and detection methods.
The literature suggests a number of clutter reduction and detection methods, such as likelihood ratio testing4,
parametric system identification5–8, wavelet packet decomposition9, 10, subspace techniques11–15, and simple
mean subtraction2. However, many of these fail to detect shallow buried AP-landmines, mostly because of the
statistical nature of the clutter, e.g., the ground surface is not perfectly flat nor even relative smooth. Another
problem is that many of the methods use reference-signal estimates or templates of the signature of the target or
the clutter. These reference-signals and templates are used to remove the signal that are unrelated to the target
signal signatures. However, a target signal which has little correlation with the reference-signals or templates
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may not be detected, hence, be classified as clutter. Further, the approaches are also often sensitive to unknown
disturbances in the soil and in the target and clutter signal signatures. This is in particular a problem in the
detection of weak scatters, like the non-metallic AP-landmine.
To overcome this problem methods based on blind source signal processing techniques are used. In many
signal processing applications the sensor cannot directly measure the signals of interest. However, in general
we have access to a linear mixture of the signals, where the mixing coefficients are unknown. In this kind of a
signal processing problem, we would like to recover the original signals (or sources) in a blind manner without
knowing the mixing coefficients. This method is known as blind source separation (BSS). Here, the sources are
related to the underlying mine scatter signals we want to recover. Recently, we have suggested promising BSS
methods12, 13 for clutter reduction and non-metallic AP-landmine detection based on decomposition of the GPR
signals into clutter and landmine signals using principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component
analysis (ICA). Both methods are unsupervised methods, i.e., we do not use explicit knowledge of object type,
but use the fact that target and the clutter signals possess different statistical nature and are independent.
In this paper we extent recent work by considering both time-domain and frequency-domain GPR based ICA
approaches. Further, we suggest a component selection technique for enhanced identification of non-metallic
AP-landmines. In Section 2 we give a review on the proposed ICA approach for GPR signals. In section 3 we
extent the ICA approach with different mixture models for GPR signals. A scheme for selection of relevant ICA
components of non-metallic AP-landmines is presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 provides a comparative
study of the presented methods, which are tested on GPR signals collected at an indoor GPR measurement
facility at the Technical University of Denmark.
2. INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF GPR SIGNALS
The most general BSS problem can be formulated as follows. We observe the output of a linear or nonlinear
system, where its inputs are generated from a number of source signals. An example of such a system could
be a GPR-system, where the source signals are the target and clutter signals, and the received GPR signals
are the output of the system which is a mixture of the source signals given by the target and clutter signals.
In the application of clutter reduction and target detection, one would like to separate the source signals into
target signal sources and clutter signal sources, and then use the target signal sources for detection. Using BSS,
the separation can be done in a blind manner if we assume that the source signals are mutually independent.
The independence assumption is referred to as ICA. Hence, in the application of landmine detection using GPR
we decompose the received GPR signals, into independent components, i.e., independent source signals. Some
of these components will mainly include clutter signals and others mainly landmine signals. By removal of
the independent components that forms the clutter signal space, it is possible to enhance the detection of the
landmines.
There exist many different mathematical or physical models in the mixing process of unknown independent
source signals. Therefore, a given mixture model depends on the specific application. In this paper we focus
on the blind separation of noise-free linear instantaneous mixtures of independent source signals. This mixture
model has shown good results in the application of landmine detection using GPR. The linear instantaneous
mixture model can be expressed by
X = AS =
K∑
i=1
ais
>
i and Xp,n =
K∑
i=1
Ap,iSi,n, (1)
where X ={Xp,n} = [x1,x2, · · · ,xN ] is a P ×N dimensional signal matrix that spans the space of the received
GPR signals, A = {Am,i} = [a1,a2, · · · ,aK ] is a general mixing matrix of dimension P ×K and S = {Si,n} =
[s1, s2, · · · , sK ]
> is a set of K independent source signals. S has the dimension K × N . P is the number of
sensors, N the number of samples in each sensor signal, and K the number of independent sources. That is,
from the linear mixture model expressed by eq. (1) the ICA forms a subspace of independent source signals, S.
In other words, ICA decomposes X into K independent source signals, S.
In order to recover the original independent source signals, S, from the observed mixture, X, we use a simple
linear separating system expressed by
Ŝ = WX, (2)
where Ŝ = {Si,n} = [ŝ1, ŝ2, · · · , ŝK ]
> is the K × N dimensional matrix of K estimated source signals, and W
is an estimated unmixing matrix, which is the pseudo inverse of A, W ] = A. That is, from eq. (2) we are
able to estimate A and S up to scaling factors and permutations of the source signals. In this paper we do not
focus on algorithms for estimating A and S. However, the literature provides a number of algorithms16, 17. Some
deploy higher (or lower) order moments of non-Gaussian sources, whereas others use the correlation of the source
signals. We deploy a member from each family: the widely used Bell-Sejnowski (BS-ICA) algorithm using natural
gradient learning18, and the Molgedey-Schuster19, 20 (MS-ICA) algorithm using the implementations provided in
the DTU-Toolbox21.
Pre-whitening of the GPR signals is optional in order to improve convergence speed for ill-conditioned prob-
lems. We provide PCA which is a orthogonal transform and decorrelation approach for pre-whitening of the
GPR signals. This method can also be used in BSS problems for source separation. Here, the major difference
from ICA is that the sources from PCA, the so called principal components, are constrained to be uncorrelated
rather than mutually independent. As input to the ICA we first employ the PCA on the GPR signals. PCA can
be executed using singular value decomposition (SVD) expressed by
X = UDV > =
N∑
i=1
uiDi,iv
>
i and Xp,n =
N∑
i=1
Up,iDi,iVn,i, (3)
where the P × N matrix U = {Up,i} = [u1,u2, · · · ,uN ] and the N ×N matrix V = {Vn,i} = [v1,v2, · · · ,vN ]
represent orthonormal basis vectors, i.e., eigenvectors of the symmetric matrices XXT and XTX, respectively.
D = Di,i is an N × N diagonal matrix of singular values ranked in decreasing order, as shown by Di,i ≥
Di+1,i+1,∀ i ∈ [1;N − 1]. The SVD identifies a set of uncorrelated time signals, the principal components
(PC’s): yi = Di,ivi, enumerated by the component index i = 1, 2, . . . , N and yi = [yi(1), · · · , yi(N)]
>. The
dimension of the PCA data set will be K ≤ N . That is, we model X only from non-zero eigenvalues22 and
further have the possibility of projecting onto a subspace. Pre-whitening and subspace projection of X is obtained
by
X˜ = U˜
>
X, (4)
where U˜ = [u1,u2, · · · ,uK ] is P ×K and X˜ is a K ×N matrix. Hence, after pre-whitening and projection the
K ×K ICA problem with mixing matrix Φ is
X˜ = ΦS , Ŝ = WX = Φ−1U˜
>
X (5)
In the application of landmine detection in GPR signals, the ICA can be used to detect landmines and reduce
clutter. By selecting (see further section 4) components which mainly carry mine information, say ŝk, we can
remove clutter. The reconstructed signal space in the original GPR signal space is then
x̂k = U˜Φŝk (6)
3. THE GPR SIGNAL MATRIX
The signal matrix, X, that spans the signal space of the received GPR signals can be constructed in different
ways. Hence four different mixture models based on eqs. (1)-(5).
3.1. Time–Time: Time independence of GPR time signals
The mixture model for time independence of GPR time signals embodies the assumption that the GPR time
signals is a linear mixture of K independent GPR time signal sequences. Hence, we have the linear mixture
model expressed by X1 = A1S1 = U˜1Φ1S1, where A1 is a P ×K dimensional mixture matrix, S1 is a K ×N
dimensional set of K independent GPR time signal sequences, and X1 is a P × N dimensional signal matrix
that spans the received GPR time signal X1 = {X1,p,n}, where P is the number of sensor signals. The sensor
signals are given by the GPR time signals, which are received by scanning the GPR above the ground surface
in the x- and y-direction. N is the number of samples in each of the received GPR time signals. Hence, x1,p(n)
is sample n of the GPR time signal received at the antenna located at position (x, y) =
(
(i− 1)4x , (j − 1)4y
)
,
where i = 1, 2, · · · , I, and j = 1, 2, · · · , J . 4x and 4y are the antenna location step size in the x- and y-direction,
respectively, and p = i + (j − 1)I. I and J are the numbers of antenna locations in the x- and y-direction,
respectively.
3.2. Time–Spatial: Space independence of GPR time signals
The mixture model for space independence of GPR time signals embodies the assumption that the GPR time
signals is a linear mixture of K independent xy-images. Hence, we have the linear mixture model expressed by
X2 = A2S2 = U˜2Φ2S2, where A2 is a K ×K dimensional mixture matrix, S2 is a K ×P dimensional set of K
independent GPR xy-images and X2 is a N ×P dimensional signal matrix that spans the GPR time signal space
observed where P is the number of sensor signals and N is the number of time samples. That is, X2 = X
>
1 .
The next two models we are considering frequency models of the GPR signals. Since stepped-frequency GPR
measurement is a complex frequency representation we could also consider the ICA a decomposing the received
spectrum into characteristic mine and clutter spectra. For simplicity we will consider only the magnitude
spectrum hence using real ICA models.
3.3. Frequency–Frequency: Frequency independence of GPR frequency signals
The mixture model for frequency independence of the GPR frequency spectra embodies the assumption that
the GPR frequency spectra is a linear mixture of K independent frequency spectra. Hence, we have the linear
mixture model expressed by X3 = A3S3 = U˜3Φ3S3, where A3 is a K ×K dimensional mixture matrix, S3 is
a K ×N dimensional set of K independent GPR magnitude frequency spectra and X3 is a P ×N dimensional
signal matrix that spans the GPR frequency spectra observed. For this mixture model X3 is constructed as
X3 = {X3,p,n} where P is the number of sensor signals, which are received by scanning the GPR above the
ground surface in the x- and y-direction. N is the number of frequencies in each of the received frequency spectra,
and x1,i(n) is the amplitude of the frequency bin n in the GPR frequency spectrum received at the GPR antenna
located at position (x, y) =
(
(i− 1)4x, (j − 1)4y
)
, where i = 1, 2, · · · , I, and j = 1, 2, · · · , J . 4x and 4y are the
antenna location step size in the x- and y-direction, respectively, and p = i+ (j − 1)I. I and J is the number of
antenna locations in the x- and y-direction, respectively.
3.4. Frequency–Spatial: Space independence of GPR time frequency signals
The mixture model for space independence of GPR frequency signals embodies the assumption that the GPR
frequency signals is a linear mixture of K independent magnitude GPR frequency xy-images. This model is the
transpose of mixture model 3, thus X4 = X
>
3 . The linear mixture model is expressed by X4 = A4S4 = U˜4Φ4S4,
where A4 is a K × K dimensional mixture matrix, S4 is a K × P dimensional set of K independent GPR
magnitude frequency xy-images and X4 is a N × P dimensional signal matrix that spans the observed GPR
magnitude frequency signal space, where P is the number of sensor signals and N is the number of frequency
bins.
4. SCHEME FOR SELECTIVE INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The ranking and selection of relevant components can be done in many different ways. We suggest a simple
method based on a measure of the fourth-order statistics of the extracted independent sources23. Similar to the
PCA where the orthogonal sources are sorted by the variance (second-order statistics) we can sort the independent
sources according to non-Gaussianity. It turns out that independent components with a high contrast and with
high non-Gaussian structure carry mine information whereas clutter components are more Gaussian. A way to
estimate non-Gaussianity is by evaluating the normalized kurtosis,
κ4(ŝi) =
E{|ŝi|
4}
E2{|ŝi|2}
− 3. (7)
Sorting the independent according to normalized kurtosis and selecting components with κ4 > δ, where δ > 0 is
a given threshold, provides the selection of mine components.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to get an idea about the effectiveness of the proposed ICA mixture models and the scheme for the
ranking of the IC’s for clutter reduction and non-metallic AP-landmine detection, we have performed studies on
field-test stepped-frequency GPR signals. The field-test data was collected using a monostatic bow-tie antenna
operating in the frequency range 750MHz−3.0GHz. The data was acquired using a HP8753A network analyzer.
In a measurement area of 101 cm × 101 cm non-metallic cylinders of different size and with different content
of non-metallic material were buried in different depths. In table 1 are the technical specification of the the
Target Cyl. no. 1 Cyl. no. 2 Cyl. no. 3 Cyl. no. 4
Diameter 15 cm 15 cm 5 cm 5 cm
Height 5 cm 5 cm 5 cm 5 cm
Content Air Beeswax Air Beeswax
Container Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic
Table 1. Test objects used for testing the proposed ICA mixture models.
buried non-metallic cylinders listed. Half of them were with no contents (air) and the other half were filled
with beeswax. All the cylinders were buried in the center of the measurement area in relative dry soil 0 cm,
5 cm, and 10 cm below the surface. The relative permittivity of the soil was εr = 2.8, and was estimated using
a loop antenna24. The measurement area was scanned and SF-GPR signals were collected at every antenna
positions located (4x = 1 cm) × (4y = 1 cm) from each other. The number of frequencies were 601. That is,
4f = 3.75MHz. Before the ICA methods were deployed on the SF-GPR data, the SF-GPR data were noise
reduced by smoothing the discrete spectrum of 601 frequencies measured at each GPR antenna location. For
the Time–Time and Time–Space ICA mixture models the frequency-domain data were down-modulated to the
base-band and Fourier-transformed to the time-domain using a sampling frequency of 30.72GHz.
The four ICA mixture models were tested on the SF-GPR data using BS-ICA and MS-ICA. In figure 1 to
figure 8 are selected results shown for BS-ICA and MS-ICA. The selected results shown are results from cylinder
no. 1 and cylinder no. 2. To get the results we first removed the mean value from the SF-GPR signals and then
deployed PCA as pre-whitening (see eq.4). After PCA the most noisy PCA subspaces were removed. From the
PCA we ended up with 30-70 subspaces describing 100% of the SF-GPR data depending on the data example.
We kept the first 20 PCA subspaces and used these subspaces as input for the BS-ICA and MS-ICA. After
applying BS-ICA and MS-ICA we ranked the IC’s after highest normalized kurtosis (see section 4). Within the
IC’s with highest kurtosis we did the selection of relevant IC’s for reconstruction. In this way we have reduced
the PCA subspace of up to 70 subspaces down to about 5 selective IC subspaces containing mainly landmine-like
information.
As a performance measure on the reduction of clutter and detection, the area under the ROC curve is used.
For all the considered examples the area under the ROC curve is listed in table 2. The closer to 1 the area under
the ROC curve is the better the performance we have. From this it is clear that some of the ICA mixture models
are better than others. In general, the ROC curve shows the performance of a particular detector or classifier.
However, in this paper the ROC curves shown, and the area under the ROC curves, are more a measure on the
clutter reduction, i.e., the signal-to-clutter radio. That is, in the results we know were the landmine is buried.
Hence, by a threshold on the sum-variance image (Ii,j = diag(x̂
2
k)) of each reconstructed signal matrices we can
classify the image into clutter and landmine from the knowledge on were the landmines are buried. By changing
the threshold the ROC curve is constructed. That is, the ROC curve is more a measure on how good the selected
landmine signals are separated from the clutter, rather than a measure in general on classification or detection.
5.1. Time–Time Results
In the Time–Time ICA mixture model (X1) we seek for time independence of time signals. In figure 1 and 2 are
two examples of extracted IC’s from the ICA mixture model shown. In figure 1 are results for BS-ICA shown,
and in figure 2 are results for MS-ICA shown. For both examples the first 6 IC’s (time signal sequences) and
the corresponding mixture coefficients (eigenimages) are shown. From the results of the BS-ICA we have rather
peaked IC’s, and localized signatures in some of the eigenimages. In particular source no. 2 and no. 6 show
landmine-like signatures in the eigenimages. Hence, they are used for reconstruction of the clutter reduced signal
matrix. Further, the IC’s peak at a depth that corresponds to the burial depth of the cylinder (0 cm = 2.5 ns).
The results from the MS-ICA are different from the BS-ICA. This is due to fact that MS-ICA is based on
decorrelation of delayed time signals. Therefore, we get more correlated IC’s which are independent from each
other. Moreover, BS-ICA gives as non-Gaussian signals as possible. Hence, they are rather peaked. In general,
the GPR time signals are peaked and not as correlated as the sources from the MS-ICA. Therefore, BS-ICA
gives satisfactory results. This can also be seen from the results listed in table 2. The results show that BS-ICA
deployed on the ICA mixture model gives a satisfactory separation and detection on both cylinder no. 1 and
no. 2.
5.2. Time–Spatial Results
In the Time–Spatial ICA mixture model (X2) we seek for spatial independence of time signals. In figure 1 and
2 are two examples of extracted IC’s for the ICA mixture model shown. In figure 1 are results for BS-ICA
shown and in figure 2 are results for MS-ICA shown. For both examples the first 6 IC’s (eigenimages) and the
corresponding mixture coefficients (time signal sequences) are shown. From the BS-ICA we get rather peaked
IC’s. Hence we have IC’s with strong landmine signatures. In particular component no. 1 shows strong landmine-
like signatures. The corresponding mixer coefficients, which in this case are time signal signatures also show
strong landmine-like signatures, i.e., they are peaked. The results from MS-ICA are non-satisfactory. Due to the
fact that the buried cylinders are weak scatters it is hard for MS-ICA to enhance, i.e., through decorrelation, the
spatial signatures without enhancing the clutter. Hence, no clutter reduction. From the results shown in table 2
it is clear that ICA mixture model gives non-satisfactory results for MS-ICA on weak scatters. However, on a
strong scatter (cyl. no. 2) both BS-ICA and MS-ICA have a satisfactory performance.
5.3. Frequency–Frequency Results
In the Frequency–Frequency ICA mixture model (X3) we seek for frequency independence of the frequency
spectra. In figure 1 and 2 are two examples of extracted IC’s for the ICA mixture model shown. In figure 1
are results for BS-ICA shown and in figure 2 are results for MS-ICA shown. For both examples the first 6 IC’s
(frequency spectra) and the corresponding mixture coefficients (eigenimages) are shown. From the BS-ICA we
get rather peaked IC’s. However, the physical signature of the frequency spectra is not peaked signals. Hence,
the BS-ICA will extract IC’s that may have non-physical signatures. In this example it is clear that we do not
extract any landmine-like information. However, the MS-ICA is able to extract some landmine information.
Because of the fact that the frequency spectra measured at each SF-GPR antenna position is rather correlated
we get IC’s that are similar to the real frequency spectra signature. Hence, good separation. From the results
shown in table 2 it is clear that the ICA model gives a satisfactory performance on weak scatters for MS-ICA
only. For strong scatters both MS-ICA and BS-ICA shows good results.
5.4. Frequency–Spatial Results
In Frequency–Spatial ICA mixture model (X4) we seek for spatial independence of frequency spectra. In figure 1
and 2 are two examples of extracted sources for the ICA mixture model shown. In figure 1 are results for BS-ICA
shown and in figure 2 are results for MS-ICA shown. For both examples the first 6 IC’s (eigenimages) and the
corresponding mixture coefficients (frequency spectra) are shown. From the BS-ICA we get rather peaked IC’s.
Hence, we have strong landmine signatures in the eigenimages. In particular component no. 1 shows strong
landmine-like signatures. The frequency spectra shows a rather physical signature. The results from the MS-
ICA are similar. From the results shown in table 2 it is clear that the ICA mixture model gives a satisfactory
performance on weak and strong scatters for both MS-ICA and BS-ICA.
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Figure 1. Results from BS-ICA deployed on the four ICA mixture models. The SF-GPR data used are measurements on
cylinder no. 2 buried 0 cm. Notice that for BS-ICA the Frequency-Frequency ICA mixture model have a non-satisfactory
separation of the SF-GPR frequency signals. This is due to the fact that the frequencies in the frequency spectrum are
not in general independent from each other.
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Figure 2. Results from MS-ICA deployed on the four ICA mixture models. The SF-GPR data used are measurements
on the cylinder no. 2 buried 0 cm under the surface. Notice that the MS-ICA for the Time-Spatial ICA mixture model
have a non-satisfactory performance due to weak scatters.
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Figure 3. The first row shows the raw SF-GPR data at the frequencies 1.5GHz and 1.95GHz for cyl. no. 1 buried 0 cm
and 1.3GHz and 1.95GHz for cyl. no. 2 buried 0 cm. The second row shows the reconstructed data using BS-ICA on the
Frequency-Spatial ICA mixture model. The images and the ROC curves show that the detection is improved.
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Figure 4. The first row shows the raw SF-GPR data at the frequencies 1.5GHz and 1.95GHz for cyl. no. 1 buried 10 cm
and 1.3GHz and 1.95GHz for cyl. no. 2 buried 10 cm. The second row shows the reconstructed data using BS-ICA on
the frequency-Spatial ICA mixture model. The images and the ROC curves show that the detection is improved.
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Figure 5. The first row shows the raw SF-GPR data at the frequencies 1.5GHz and 1.95GHz for cyl. no. 1 buried 0 cm
and 1.3GHz and 1.95GHz for cyl. no. 2 buried 0 cm. The second row shows the reconstructed data using MS-ICA on
the frequency-frequency ICA mixture model. The images and the ROC curves show that the detection is improved.
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Figure 6. The first row shows the raw SF-GPR data at the time depths 1.3 ns and 2.0 ns for cyl. no. 1 and no. 2 buried
0 cm. The second row shows the reconstructed data using BS-ICA on the Time-Spatial ICA mixture model. The images
and the ROC curves show that the detection is improved.
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Figure 7. The first row shows the raw SF-GPR data at the time depths 1.3 ns and 2.0 ns for cyl. no. 1 and no. 2 buried
0 cm. The second row shows the reconstructed data using BS-ICA on the Time-Time ICA mixture model. The images
and the ROC curves show that the detection is improved.
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Figure 8. The first row shows the raw SF-GPR data at the time depths 1.3 ns and 2.0 ns for cyl. no. 1 and no. 2 buried
0 cm. The second row shows the reconstructed data using MS-ICA on the Time-Time ICA mixture model. The images
and the ROC curves show that the detection is improved.
Cyl. contents: Beeswax Cyl. contents: Air
Mode z Raw PCA MS-ICA BS-ICA Raw PCA MS-ICA BS-ICA
0 cm 0.6170 0.9921/1 0.9980/1 0.9990/1 0.9996 0.9981/4 0.9957/2 0.9999/2
F-S -5 cm 0.7137 0.9557/2 0.7499/1 0.9995/1 0.9864 0.9993/2 0.9904/2 0.9973/2
-10 cm 0.9363 0.8919/1 0.9662/3 0.9989/1 0.9962 0.9996/2 0.9831/2 0.9994/2
0 cm 0.6170 0.9921/1 0.9949/2 ——– 0.9996 0.9981/4 0.9999/6 0.9999/9
F-F -5 cm 0.7137 0.9557/2 0.9241/4 ——– 0.9962 0.9993/2 0.9988/4 0.9880/7
-10 cm 0.9363 0.8919/1 0.9791/1 ——– 0.9962 0.9996/2 0.9997/5 0.9648/9
0 cm 0.7013 0.9843/1 ——– 0.9986/1 0.9993 0.9999/1 ——– 0.9999/2
T-S -5 cm 0.6705 0.9104/2 ——– 0.9994/1 0.9918 0.9911/3 ——– 0.9985/2
-10 cm 0.9374 0.9643/1 0.9498/5 0.9985/1 0.9751 0.9981/3 ——– 0.9994/2
0 cm 0.7013 0.9843/1 0.9210/3 0.9828/3 0.9993 0.9999/1 0.9999/9 0.9994/5
T-T -5 cm 0.6705 0.9104/2 0.9355/2 0.9506/2 0.9918 0.9911/3 0.9955/7 0.9986/3
-10 cm 0.9374 0.9643/1 ——– ——– 0.9751 0.9981/3 0.9911/5 0.9997/5
Table 2. The area under the ROC curve is listed for each SF-GPR example. The closer to 1 the area is the better
signal-to-clutter ratio and detection. The number after the stroke for PCA, MS-ICA, and BS-ICA is the number of IC’s
or PC’s containing landmine-like information, and therefore used in reconstruction of the observed signal matrix. The
numbers in bold are the best results for each model. Notice for the Frequency–Frequency ICA mixture rather few IC’
are extracted. Also notice that the deeper the cylinder is buried the better detection. This is particular shown in the
raw data, due to the fact that deeper buried objects are less mixed with the ground surface. Hence, the ground surface
is easier to reduce by mean value subtraction.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper provides a comparative study of frequency-domain and time-domain based ICA for clutter reduction
and non-metallic landmine detection of SF-GPR signals. Four different ICA mixture models were considered:
Time-Time (time independence of time signals), Time-Spatial (spatial independence of time signals), Frequency-
Frequency (frequency independence of frequency domain signals), and Frequency-Spatial (spatial independence
of frequency domain signals). Two state-of-the-art of ICA algorithms Infomax (Bell-Sejnowski) and delayed
decorrelation (Molgedey-Schuster) were deployed. The experimental results indicate very different extracted
independent components. Moreover, some of the ICA mixture models are not working in a satisfactory way and
produce non-physical components. This is particularly the case of using BS-ICA on the Frequency-Frequency
ICA mixture model and of using MS-ICA on the Time-Spatial ICA mixture model. The sources are ranked
using kurtosis based scheme described in section 4. The ranking shows that landmine information is contained
in the first components, and can be used to improve the selection of relevant independent components. The
methods were tested on relatively large anti-personnel landmine dummies. Experiments with more realistically
sized anti-personnel landmine dummies (diameter 5 cm)) was unsuccessful since the scattering from the object
was too weak using the current GPR acquisition system.
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